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25 Years of Trailer Resources Limited

Introduction

Celebrating
25 years of success
From the outset, Trailer Resources Limited was a company with grand ambitions.
A commitment to innovation, investment and service has reaped rewards and, as
the company celebrates 25 years in business, the outlook is stronger than ever.
Chairman Des O’Connor started the business in
1993. He had gained considerable experience
and knowledge as the Sales Director for
several leading trailer manufacturers. Feeling
confident in his plans, he negotiated with
shareholder partners and got the new business
off the ground.
With the necessary mechanical expertise, the
Chairman’s son, Barry O’Connor was involved
from the start. Since 2007, Barry has been the
Managing Director of TRL.
Risk and reward
Running a reputable business is challenging;
it demands long working hours, strategic
planning, hard graft and an element of risk.
An unfailing commitment to provide excellent
customer service has seen the business evolve

in ways that Des and Barry wouldn’t have
foreseen in the early days. Their approach has
paid dividends.
TRL is now located on a custom built premises
in Hemel Hempstead; a strategic location close
to the M1 and M25. Continuous investment has
resulted in workshops and equipment that
meets the exacting standards for an approved
Authorised Testing Facility. TRL owns an
impressive fleet of nearly 1500 trailers and
employ a highly skilled team to deliver customer
orientated services.
After 25 years in operation, the whole of
TRL continues to take pride in its growth,
development and achievements.
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Our Founder and Chairman

Des O’Connor
the UK trailer market. Located in Bedfordshire,
Des had the necessary skills to rapidly grow
Montracon’s market share.
In the late 1980s Montracon bought another
leading trailer business, Craven Tasker and
purchased a large production site in Doncaster.
Des found himself leading the sales team of
the largest trailer manufacturer in the UK. Des
has fond memories of Montracon, particularly
the lasting friendship he built with its owner,
Harold Montgomery.
1990s

Any successful Business needs an
ambitious and driven leader. Des
also brought considerable industry
experience and a proven track record
to the table.
1970s
Recruitment into the position of Production
Controller for Crane Fruehauf saw Des’ first
step into the Transport industry. As this leading
trailer company expanded, Des progressed to
Production Manager. He was then promoted to
Regional Manager in Norfolk, before moving to
more familiar territory in London.
The Regional Manager role gave Des full
responsibility for all aspects of the business;
parts, sales, repairs and accounts. He rose to
the challenge and after two years in charge, the
region turned a profit for the first time.
1980s
A new opportunity caught Des’ attention in
the 1980s. Trailer manufacturer Montracon
were looking for a Sales Director. At the time,
the company was relatively small and based in
Northern Ireland, but they were keen to target
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Ready to support another company with rapid
expansion, Des took on a 3 year contract as the
Sales Director for a large team
at SDC UK. Despite achieving
success and much job
satisfaction in this role, Des
found himself contemplating
the chance to channel his
knowledge and experience into
his own enterprise. When two
partners were found to provide
support and financial backing,
TRL was registered.
Des’ son Barry was already working as a
freelance trailer repair mechanic and he was
brought on board to launch TRL, with Des
joining the company full time in 1996. The
combination of Barry’s practical skills, Des’ sales
expertise and the pair’s considerable business
acumen has proven to be a recipe for success.
With much appreciation
Throughout his career, Des has received
considerable support from his wife. Now in
their 54th year of marriage, he says she is a
magnificent woman and he fully appreciates her
role in helping him to succeed and achieve.

The Managing Director

Barry O’Connor
The launch of TRL
Initially the TRL business model was to buy
and sell second hand trailers. Barry knew
exactly what to look for and was well placed
to bid at auction. Having won the lot, he could
fully service the trailers and undertake repairs
to ensure the vehicles were fit for purpose.
Barry developed a trusted reputation and
leading PLC companies were soon approaching
him to build their fleet. This provided a reliable
source of income. A significant turning point was
a large refrigerated trailer part exchange, the
profit from which helped to transform TRL from
a relatively small operation into a larger business.

By the time Trailer Resources
Limited was registered, Barry had
established himself as a competent
trailer mechanic. With entrepreneurial
flair, Barry was operating a freelance
mobile service, travelling throughout
the UK to undertake trailer repairs and
maintenance. As TRL was launched,
his skills proved invaluable in getting
the business up and running.

Steps to management
As TRL grew, additional workshop staff were
recruited and Barry moved into an office
based role to further expand the team and
company. His grounding as a mechanic and
understanding of the trailer industry has
informed many business decisions. He’s still
called upon to provide practical advice and
support to the workshop team.
In 2007 Barry stepped into the role of
Managing Director. He’s been involved in the
business from the earliest days and has played
a pivotal role in every year of growth and
development. As Managing Director, Barry
now continues to provide the company with a
robust future.
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A Family Business

Ryan Jones
Des’ grandson Ryan first joined TRL in the
workshop as part of an extended work
experience programme. He gained on-site
practical experience, as well as completing an
NVQ welding and fabrication college course,
but the workshop wasn’t to be his niche.
Workshop to office
A move to an office role proved beneficial.
Ryan stepped up to the responsibility of
organising the customer paperwork processes.
This included maintenance scheduling and
maintenance documentation.

With a successful father and son
team at its helm, there’s little wonder
that other family members have
been attracted to work for Trailer
Resources Limited.

Ryan also played a key role in setting up a
digital portal, where all customers can easily
access the relevant paperwork for their trailer.
This portal is an example of TRL’s customer
orientated support. With secure access, it
provides a simple and convenient means for
customers to evidence full industry compliance.
Sales opportunity
Ryan demonstrated the qualities needed to
establish good customer relations and in 2016
he was offered the opportunity to move into
sales. In the last year he’s been mentored by his
grandad and has delivered the desired results.
Ryan is working hard to follow in his grandad’s
footsteps, building his knowledge and skills to
eventually earn his place as TRL’s Sales Director.
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The foundations

Adapting the
business model
The foundations of Trailer Resources Ltd was buying and selling of second hand
trailers, but a commitment to providing a customer orientated service has shaped
change. This was clearly illustrated when the TRL business model was revised in
order to respond to customer requests for hiring, rather than buying trailers.
Trailer contract hire services
Whilst still located on a leased site in Leighton
Buzzard, TRL shifted focus and became a
trailer contract hire company. The long term
hire service provided customers with greater
choice and flexibility when it comes to fleet
management. It also negated the need for the
customer to source a large cash outlay.
Larger site in Leighton Buzzard
A move to a new Leighton Buzzard site
provided capacity for the company to expand
into a fully supported contract hire company.
With a rapidly expanding, long term rental
fleet, TRL now had to take on responsibility for

the provision of operational and maintenance
services. This resulted in investment in
employees and facilities to expand capacity and
provide dedicated customer service.
Full ownership
In 2003, TRL was owned by two shareholders.
Des was offered the opportunity to buy out
his partner. It was a financial risk, but he was
confident in his team, his business model and
his long term strategy. The loan he secured was
repaid in 5 years and TRL is now fully owned by
the O’Connor family.
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Development

Adapting the
business model continued...
Move to the Hemel Hempstead site
With the business outgrowing its Leighton
Buzzard base, the search was on to find a new
site. A 7 acre site of flattened land came up for
sale in Hemel Hempstead, but it far exceeded
the space they needed for the business.
Des had a conversation with Harold
Montgomery and they agreed to jointly acquire
the site, with TRL taking 2.5 acres. This proved
an ideal solution and Harold’s actions are much
appreciated by Des. Two years later the 2 bay
workshop and offices were constructed. This
provided the necessary space for the growing
team and the fleet of approaching 1000 trailers.
Following continued growth, a third workshop
bay, with full ATF facilities, was added. This
supports the ever expanding fleet, as well as
providing third party servicing and maintenance.

Current position
Further fleet expansion and a range of
innovative developments have established
TRL as the trusted trailer contract hire
company it is today. The nearly 1500 strong
TRL fleet now includes:
•

Double Deck Trailers

•

Curtainsiders

•

Box Vans

•

Skeletal Trailers

•

Platforms

•

Urbans

With fully trained technicians, purpose built
workshops and mobile servicing vans, this
fleet is maintained to the highest standards
and serves the haulage, logistics and own
account industries.
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Highest standards

Quality service
To operate as a profitable business for
25 years, TRL has needed to provide
more than just trailers. The added
ingredient has always been customer
orientated service.

Innovation
To provide a quality service, you have to stay
ahead of the game and this has been the TRL
approach. The company actively looks for
developments in the transportation industry.
TRL seeks out new opportunities to benefit their
customers and this innovative approach has
resulted in a number of achievements including:

Customer orientated service
A core company value is not just to provide
trailers, but to also give advice to the
customer. From the early days, TRL has taken
an interest in what is going to be loaded and
how it will be loaded. This insight ensures
they provide the best trailers to meet the
customer’s requirements.
TRL has worked to make trailer contract
hire as straight forward as possible. From
providing every customer with access to all
the necessary documentation for compliancy,
to 24 hour manned support, TRL are proud of
their levels of service.
A committed team
In order to deliver this service, TRL have been
selective in hiring the right people for the job.
Des and Barry recognise that, whether office
or workshop based, each member of the team
contributes to TRL’s success.

• Gaining approval as a ATF testing site
• Undertaking extensive research into TUV
load security and building a demo trailer
• Being certified a Safe Contractor with
capacity to operate 24-hour manned
breakdown cover
• Building a network of 220 UK service agents
• Providing a customer portal, to provide
documentation and ensure full compliance
• Offering specialist services including tail lift
and moving deck maintenance
The next 2-3 year strategic plan has been
finalised and the vision continues to put
quality customer service and innovation at the
heart of future developments.

They take pride in being a responsible
employer, providing training and development
opportunities at all levels and rewarding
achievement. Many employees have been
with the company since the early days. The
low turnover of staff is a clear indication that
everyone feels a valued part of the TRL team.

25 Years of Trailer Resources Limited
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Location

Ideally located in
Hemel Hempstead
Strategic location

Continued investment

Buying and developing the Hertfordshire site
was a significant step in the development of
TRL. In close proximity to the M1 and M25,
its strategic location is convenient for the
majority of customers. The 24-hour manned
site also allows drivers to drop off or collect
trailers at their convenience.

In the last decade, TRL has invested to further
expand the fleet, as well as enhancing site
security and on-site facilities. With growing
demand, the expansion continues. Planning
approval has recently been granted to
construct an additional workshop bay for
vehicle servicing and MOTs, thus doubling
the size of the Hemel Hempstead facilities in
under 10 years.

Purpose built facilities
Buying the site enabled TRL to plan exactly
what was needed to deliver a consistently
exceptional service. The layout was designed
to include secure storage, fully equipped
workshops for trailer repairs and maintenance,
along with a compliant MOT testing facility.

A trusted team
The Hemel Hempstead Head Office is the
central hub of business operations and the
primary work place of the Directors, Office
Managers, Mechanics and specialists.

M6
M1

M11

M40

M25

M4

M3

M20
M23
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Service and maintenance

ATF inspection and
testing facilities
In 2000, the authorised testing facility (ATF) contract was launched. This enabled
companies to apply to set up and operate fully equipped workshops for testing
trucks and trailers for their annual MOT. To gain approval, TRL had to meet and
maintain the exacting standards required by VOSA.
Servicing and maintenance
Regular servicing and maintenance is essential
for keeping your fleet fully operational. TRL’s
servicing and maintenance support is offered
to all contract hire customers, as well as third
party operators.
TRL has earned a reputation for providing a
comprehensive, Safe Contractor approved,
service. Our highly skilled team of experienced
mechanics operate a fully equipped 24 hour
workshop and only ever use quality parts from
trusted suppliers.
The development of TRL’s current site included
Hemel Hempstead’s first ATF approved testing
facilities. At present, VOSA inspectors spend 3
days per week at TRL, inspecting and testing
HGV vehicles. With planning permission
submitted for a fourth bay, TRL is intending to
expand this service.
TRL are approved by VOSA as an Open Access
ATF, this means that third party testing is
undertaken on site, in addition to the testing of
the TRL fleet.

24 hour trailer support
TRL provides ‘Out of Hours’ coverage for
servicing and repairs. To help customers
protect their Operator’s License, they deliver
automated service reminder notifications
and digital service documentation. This
documentation is also held on the secure
digital portal, which holds full asset history and
is available to the customer 24/7.

25 Years of Trailer Resources Limited
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Mobile servicing

Support on
the roads
Barry O’Connor was operating a
comprehensive mobile servicing
business before Trailer Resources
Limited was launched and this is
another area of the business that has
expanded over time.
It’s not practical for all servicing and repair
work to be undertaken on-site and with fully
equipped vans, TRL’s experienced mechanics
can come to you. TRL have fully fitted out each
mobile van with all of the equipment used in
the workshop, so there is no compromise in
service delivery.
Covering large areas of the country, the
current fleet of TRL mobile servicing vans is
ready to respond as requests come in. TRL
also operate a specialist Tail Lift Mobile Repair
service. Plans are in place to equip another
mobile servicing van in the coming year.
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Network of approved agents
To ensure that all customers are fully
supported, TRL formed a trusted network
of service agents. This network of approved
repair agents delivers the same level of
professional service, in the more outlying areas
of the country. Providing 24 hour manned
coverage, it takes one call and TRL will ensure
all the necessary paperwork is collated and
logged on to its portal. It’s proved to be a
robust solution.

Repairs and maintenance

Tail lift and
moving deck services
Playing a crucial role in the safe
loading of goods, it is essential that
trailer Tail Lifts and Moving Decks are
compliant with the current weight
test and LOLER Regulations. TRL’s
specialist mechanics undertake LOLER
examinations and weight testing, using
calibrated weight test equipment.
TRL has invested in a specialist Tail Lift and
Moving Decks van, with all the necessary tools
to provide comprehensive service and repair
requirements for access platform equipment.
Maximising convenience and minimising the
time that vehicles are off the road, TRL’s fully
equipped Tail Lift and Moving Decks mechanics
travel, to serve customers across the UK.
The Tail Lift and Moving Decks services cover
breakdown support, repair and maintenance
in accordance with The Lifting Operations
& Lifting Equipment Regulations (LOLER)
1998. TRL’s online compliance portal once
again provides customers access to all related
certification and documentation.

Mobile calibrated
weight test equipment

25 Years of Trailer Resources Limited
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Case study

Continental
case study
THE REQUEST:
A leading UK company, operating
extensively on the continent, enquired
about the possibility of basing a fleet of
TRL’s Contract Hire Trailers in Holland.
This location would put them in a strong
position to provide efficient logistics
across Europe.
THE CHALLENGE:
In order to comply with Dutch regulations,
the trailers would need to be registered in
Holland. To fulfil the request, TRL would
need to find a Dutch company that was
willing to register and provide a base for
the vehicles in Holland.
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THE SOLUTION:
After considerable research, investigation
and negotiation, TRL found a willing
company. Working in partnership, TRL and
the Dutch company were able to meet all
the legal requirements to deliver the best
service for their customer.
THE OUTCOME:
The customer has a fleet based in Holland
and, after buying out its Dutch partner,
TRL now has a subsidiary company based
in that country.

EUROPEAN
LOGISTICS
PARTNER

Growing the business

Looking to
the future
Chairman Des O’Connor has taken a step back from daily operations, but
continues to take an active role in strategic planning. He also continues to pass
on his sales expertise to grandson Ryan. He’s helped to build a strong, skilled
team who, under the leadership of Barry O’Connor, will continue to drive the
future growth of TRL.
Family business
Among the recent recruits is Keegan, another
of Des’ grandsons. Keegan has proved he
has the right attitude and practical ability to
join the team. He has gained his Class 1 HGV
License, a requirement of all TRL workshop
mechanics, alongside a host of workshop skills.
Investment forecast

Expanding facilities
An application for planning permission
has recently been approved. TRL will now
expand its on-site facilities to include a fourth
workshop bay. This will expand the capacity
for ATF inspection and testing, as well as
trailer maintenance and repairs.
Growing the team
Recruitment is on the agenda. In particular,
there is a requirement for additional workshop
fitters. The company are looking to recruit
high calibre fitters to join the team.
Apprenticeship opportunities are also
on offer to the right candidates.

Following annual investments in its fleet
averaging in excess of £5m in recent years,
TRL’s next 3 year strategic plan includes
continued significant annual investment in new
trailers. The aim is always to balance ambition
with certainty that the existing levels of
customer service can be reliably delivered.
Embracing innovation
TRL are keen to be at the forefront of industry
developments. When new opportunities
support efficiency, safety, compliance or
reliability in the trailer industry, they will be
embracing innovation.

25 Years of Trailer Resources Limited
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Innovative business

At the forefront of
trailer technology
Trailer Resources Limited has always
been innovative. Never happy to
accept the status quo, the company
has constantly invested in being at
the forefront of trailer technology.
Fuel saving
When trailer manufacturers first produced
aerodynamic fronts on Double Decks, they
claimed substantial fuel savings. Until they had
established the facts, TRL wasn’t confident
about passing on these claims to their
customers.
TRL commissioned an independent fuel trial to
be carried out at the Millbrook test ground. The
test compared a square front double deck and
an aerodynamic front double deck. The tests
provided clear evidence of fuel saving and at
this point TRL invested in the new style fronts,
to offer the best service to customers.
Load testing
TRL have always led where others follow.
Prompted by the Health and Safety Executive
and VOSA growing concerns relating to load
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security and load safety, TRL
standardised the double deck fleet
to meet the `European Mainland
Static TUV Certificated’ test.
At the time,the easier ‘Dynamic’
test was sufficient to gain approval
from VOSA, but TRL always strives
to deliver the highest level of
service for their customers. Displaying the
higher level certification, TRL could confidently
evidence that the whole trailer, not just the
curtains, had been load tested and approved.
Loading and unloading safety
In addition to load safety, TRL are fully aware
of the potential dangers that loaders and
unloaders are exposed to. Primarily, there
is a risk of the load moving in transit and
then falling out onto the unloaders once the

curtains are open. To address these dangers
and minimise the risk, TRL now offer full height
nets as standard. These are secured into 2.5
tonne lashing rings, which are recessed into the
side rave.
Trailer stability
TRL’s latest project is to increase the stability
of their double deck trailers. To achieve this
goal, the fleet of new double decks are fitted
with wider trailer beam centres, along with
super single wheels and tyres. These adaptions
allow for the rear trailer body panel to be
wider; greatly reducing the tip risk. It also
lowers the risk of the trailer body cracking.

25 Years of Trailer Resources Limited
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Trailer rental
The majority of TRL’s trailer fleet is offered on
long term contact hire, however in response
to demand, the company also provides short
term trailer rental. With a minimum contract of
one day, trailer rental is a convenient and cost
effective option for short term requirements.
TRL offers weekly, or monthly, rental as a
flexible option to support distribution peaks or
occasional shipping needs. All rental customers
can be reassured that TRL routinely maintains
and services all trailers in the fleet. All tyres and
maintenance requirements are covered in the
rental agreement and relevant documentation
will be provided to all rental customers to
ensure full compliancy.

25 Years of Trailer Resources Limited
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Contact
If you would like to enquire about trailer contract
hire or short term trailer rental, the TRL team are
on hand to discuss your requirements.

Trailer Resources Limited
Garton Court, Boundary Way
Hemel Hempstead, Hertfordshire HP2 7RH
Call: +44 (0)1442 270700
Email: info@trailers-ltd.co.uk
Visit: www.trailers-ltd.co.uk

ALWAYS BEHIND OUR CUSTOMERS

